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Low x QCD  



  

   Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)

        strong force confining quarks inside a proton 
      (and keeping protons inside a nucleus) 



  

Low T High T



  

Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)
theory of  interactions between quarks and gluons

color index:

Lorentz index: with

spinor index: covariant derivative

quarks:
fermions, spin 1/2
4x1 spinor, come in Nc colors
6 flavors (up, down, ....., top)
carry electric charge

gluons:
bosons, spin 1
come in              colors
flavor blind
have no electric charge

group structure constants

with N
c
 = 3



  

Perturbative QCD

running of the coupling constant
   expansion in powers of the coupling



  

pQCD in pp Collisions 
collinear factorization: separation of soft (long distance) and hard (short distance)

 distribution
 functions 

 fragmentation
 function

 hard
 scattering 

power 
corrections



  

QED

QCD
(structure functions)

Kinematic Invariants



  

what is inside a hadron: parton model 

parton constituents of 
proton are  “free” on time scale 
1/Q << 1/L (interaction
time scale between partons)

         = fraction of hadron momentum carried by a parton = 

structure functions  
depend only on xBj

Feynman:

 Bjorken:                      but                  fixed (scaling limit)



general structure of the QCD corrections [O(s)] 

LO

 large logarithms
(collinear emission)

    finite
coefficients

using small quark/gluon mass as a regulator:

divergences absorbed in 
pdf 



DGLAP “evolution” equation



  



A DIS event



  

Deep Inelastic Scattering

early experiments (SLAC,...): 
scale invariance of hadron structure 

QCD: scaling violations

x is the fraction of 
hadron energy carried 
by a parton 



What drives the growth of parton distributions?



  

collinear factorization breaks down at small x 

energy ~ 1/x

“attractive”  bremsstrahlung      vs.    “repulsive”  recombination

 not included in pQCD included in pQCD

saturation scale



  

Low x QCD: 
many-body dynamics of universal gluonic matter (CGC)

How does this happen ?

How do correlation functions of 
these evolve ? 

Are there scaling laws ?

Can CGC explain aspects of HIC ?
Initial conditions for hydro? 

Thermalization ?
Long range rapidity correlations ?
Azimuthal angular correlations ?
Nuclear modification factor ?



  

a very large nucleus at high energy: MV model 

sheet of color charge moving 
along x+ and sitting at x - = 0

color current color charge

with

boost

RHIC
LHC

x+x-



  

random color Electric & Magnetic fields 
in the plane of the fast moving nucleus

x+ at rest

Electric field of a 
point charge at high energy

J.D. Jackson 
Classical Electrodynamics

a very large nucleus at high energy: MV model 



  

high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions: 
colliding sheets of Color Glass Condensates

before the collision: after the collision:

solve for 

in the forward LC



  

  
GLASMA:

gluon fields produced after collision of two sheets of color glass 

early on glasma fields (E and B) are 
longitudinal 

classical solutions are boost invariant

transverse size of 
the flux tubes is 



  

Space-Time History of a Heavy Ion Collision

Initial conditions



  

eliminate/minimize medium effects 
dilute-dense collisions (proton-nucleus) 

(in A+ = 0 gauge)

solution to 
classical 
EOM: 

scattering of a quark from background color field  

does not depend on x-

with

Eikonal approximation



  

contour integration over the pole leads to 
path ordering of scattering 

 ignore all terms: and use



  

 with

sum over all scatterings   



  

1-loop correction: energy dependence

basic ingredient: soft radiation vertex (LC gauge)

 coordinate space:

xt, zt are transverse 

coordinates of the quark 
and gluon 

virtual corrections: 

real corrections: 

a dipole

the S matrix



  

 1-loop correction: BK eq. at large Nc
~

nuclear modification factor

suppression of pt spectra 

nuclear shadowing
centrality dependence 
……………….



  

QCD kinematic phase space

???

unifying saturation with large x/high pt physics ?
jet physics
partially/fully coherent energy loss  
interactions of UHE neutrinos, ...
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